Plenary and Working Group – Stress in Medicine
Tuesday, November 27th and Thursday, November 29th, 2007, 1:30-3:20pm
Personal Development Session: 1:30-2:00pm, Room 106 CMW
Small Group Session: 2:10-3:20pm, Small Group Rooms

Objectives:

By the end of the module, students should:

- Have reinforced the relevance & importance stress plays on clinical outcomes
- Appreciate the physiologic effects of stress
- Understand the role stress plays on team productivity
- Have a working knowledge on ways to mitigate the effects of stress

Preparation:

Read assigned articles and be prepared to discuss in small group:

2. “A 38 year old woman with fetal loss and hysterectomy”
3. “Sleep loss in resident physicians: A cause of medical errors?”